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Abstract

Given a range space(X, R), whereR ⊂ 2X , thehitting setproblem is to find a smallest-
cardinality subsetH ⊆ X that intersects each set inR. We presentnear-linear-timeapproxima-
tion algorithms for the hitting set problem in the followinggeometric settings: (i)R is a set of
planar regions with small union complexity. (ii)R is a set of axis-paralleld-dimensional boxes
in R

d. In both casesX is either the entireRd, or a finite set of points inRd. The approximation
factors yielded by the algorithm are small; they are either the same as, or within very small
factors off the best factors known to be computable in polynomial time.
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1 Introduction

A range space(X,R) is a pair consisting of an underlying universeX of objects and a familyR
of subsets ofX (called ranges). A subsetH ⊆ X is called ahitting setof (X,R) if it intersects
every (nonempty) range inR. In many geometric applications,X is the entireRd and the ranges
in R are simply-shaped regions (halfspaces, balls, simplices,etc.) that are subsets ofR

d. Several
applications, however, requireX to be a finite point set, in which case we regard each rangeR ∈ R

as the intersectionR ∩ X; with a slight abuse of notation, we denote the range space(X, {R ∩ X |
R ∈ R}) as(X,R). We refer to this version of the problem as thediscrete model, and to the version
in which X = R

d as thecontinuous model. In both cases, the (geometric) hitting-setproblem is
to find a smallest setH ⊆ X that intersects every range inR; we callH anoptimal hitting setfor
(X,R). Let κ := κ(X,R) denote the size of such an optimal hitting set. We note that, in general,
the hitting-set problem, as just formulated, is meaningfulonly whenR is a finite set of regions
(taken from some infinite class).

The hitting-set problem is NP-Hard, under both discrete andcontinuous models, even for very
simple geometric settings inR2, e.g., whenR is a set of unit disks or squares [24, 26]. Therefore
attention has mostly focused on developing polynomial-time approximation algorithms. In some
applications, such as sensor networks, database systems, information retrieval, and computer vision,
the setsX andR change dynamically and it is necessary to construct a hitting set repeatedly (or just
update it dynamically); see, e.g., [5, 9]. It is desirable insuch situations to obtain a trade-off between
the size of the hitting set and the time spent in computing it—one may prefer to have a slightly larger
hitting set if it can be computed much faster. Motivated by these applications, we study the problem
of computing a hitting set innear-linear timeand present algorithms of this kind for several special
cases, in which the approximation factors that we obtain areeither asymptotically the same, or are
larger by only a very small, generally (sub-)logarithmic factor, than the best factors known to be
computable in (less efficient) polynomial time. The runningtime of algorithms for the hitting-set
problem is measured in terms of both|X| and|R| in the discrete model, or in terms of|R| alone in
the continuous model.

Previous results. The well-known greedy algorithm gives a polynomial-time(log n)-approximation
for a hitting set [43, Chapter 2], and the known lower-bound results suggest that this is the best
approximation factor one can hope to achieve in polynomial time for general range spaces [23].
However, by exploiting the underlying geometry, one can obtain polynomial-time algorithms with
better approximation factors for many geometric hitting-set problems. These algorithms employ
and adapt a wide range of novel techniques, including variants of the greedy algorithm, dynamic
programming, LP-relaxation, andε-nets. It is beyond the scope of this paper to give a comprehen-
sive review of the known results. We only mention a few results that are directly relevant to our
results, and we refer the reader to [12, 13, 14, 21, 28] and thereferences therein for more details.

A polynomial-time(1+ε)-approximation algorithm, for anyε > 0, is known for the continuous
model if R is a set of “fat” objects [14]; see also [28]. Nielsen [37] proposed anO(n log κ)-time
algorithm for computing a hitting set of sizeO(κ logd−1 κ) for the continuous model ifR is a set of
n boxes inR

d. These techniques, however, do not extend to the discrete model. Recently, Mustafa
and Ray have presented a local-search basedPTAS for the discrete model in whichR is a set of
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pseudo-disks inR2 or halfspaces inR3 [36].

Given a parameter0 < ε < 1, anε-net for a range space(X,R) (with X finite) is a subsetN ⊆
X with the property thatN intersects every rangeR ∈ R whose size is at leastε|X|. In other words,
N is a hitting set for all the “heavy” ranges. By a seminal result of Haussler and Welzl [27], a range
space offinite VC-dimensionδ (see [27] for the definition) has anε-net of sizeO((δ/ε) log(δ/ε)).
Improved bounds on the size ofε-nets are known in several special cases. For example,ε-nets of size
O(1/ε) exist whenX is a point set andR is a set of halfspaces in two or three dimensions, pseudo-
disks in the plane, or translates of a fixed convex polytope in3-space; see [29, 34, 40]. Recently,
Aronov et al. [11] have shown the existence ofε-nets of sizeO((1/ε) log log(1/ε)) for the case
whereR is a set ofn axis-parallel rectangles or boxes inR2 or R

3, respectively. A remarkable
recent result of Pach and Tardos [39] shows that this bound isworst-case tight. Similar bounds
have been obtained for other geometric range spaces, by Varadarajan [17, 42] and by King and
Kirkpatrick [32].

Generalizing a technique by Clarkson [15], Brönnimann andGoodrich [13] presented a general
method for computing a hitting set for a range space, under the discrete model, usingε-nets. More
precisely, let(X,R) be a range space for which anε-net of sizeO((1/ε)ϕ(1/ε)), whereϕ(·) is
a slowly monotonically-nondecreasingsublinearfunction, can be constructed in polynomial time.
Brönnimann and Goodrich present aniterative reweighted samplingscheme to compute a hitting
setH ⊆ X for R of size O(κϕ(κ)) in polynomial time (as a matter of fact, their technique is
applied under a wider context and exploits the existence ofweightedε-nets—see [13] and Section 5
for further details). Hence, a hitting set of sizeO(κ log κ) can be computed, under the discrete
model, for any range space with finite VC-dimension. The sizereduces toO(κ log log κ) if R is a
set of axis-parallel rectangles inR2 or boxesR3, or toO(κ) in each of the cases mentioned above
when there exists a (polynomial-time computable) linear-size ε-net. Several other instances with
improved bounds are listed in [11]. A related technique due to Evenet al. [21], which exploits
LP-relaxation, results in similar approximation factors obtained in polynomial time. They solve
an instance of linear programming that corresponds to the original hitting-set problem. Using the
fractional solution of LP as weights of points inX, they construct anε-net for the weighted range
space and argue that such anε-net is a hitting set for the original (unweighted) range space. The
known results for the discrete model are summarized in Table1.

Both the greedy and the Brönnimann–Goodrich (or the Even etal.) algorithms terminate in
O(κ log |R|) stages. A straightforward implementation of the greedy algorithm takesΩ(|X||R|)
time per stage, which can be improved toO((|X| + |R|)polylog(|R|)) (expected) time per stage if
the complexity of the union of the regions inR is near linear [12]. Similarly, a straightforward im-
plementation of the Brönnimann–Goodrich algorithm takesΩ(|X|+ |R|) time (per stage). Thus the
lower bounds on the running time of these approaches are of the formΩ((|X|+|R|)κ log n). It is not
clear whether the running time of these algorithms can be improved toO((|X|+ |R|)polylog(|R|))
or at least toO((|X| + |R| + κO(1))polylog(|R|)). Although near-linear algorithms are known
for computing a hitting set under the continuous model in several special cases (e.g., anO(1)-
approximation algorithm when the objects are fat [14]), no such algorithm is known under the
discrete model even for very simple cases (e.g., the case of points and disks in the plane).
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ranges
approximation
factor

finite VC dimension log κ

axis parallel boxes inR2, R3 log log κ

fat triangles inR2 log log κ

translates of a 3d convex polytope O(1)

pseudo-disks inR2

halfspaces inR3 1 + ε

Table 1. Summary of best-known polynomial-time approximation algorithms for the discrete model. The running time
is (mn)O(1/ε2) for the last row and(mn)O(1) for the rest.

Our results. We present near-linear algorithms for computing a hitting set of approximately op-
timal size, under both the discrete and continuous models, for several special but useful cases. We
propose two main approaches in this paper; the first one is a variant of the greedy algorithm, and
the second one is based on the iterative reweighted samplingscheme. The first approach incorpo-
ratesshallow cuttings, and, as shown by our analysis, yields small approximation factors (obtained
in nearly-linear time) for families of planar regions of small union complexity. The second ap-
proach provides a sophisticated implementation of the iterative reweighted sampling scheme of
Brönnimann and Goodrich [13] for the case ofd-boxes inR

d—see below.

We begin in Section 2 by describing an algorithm for computing a shallow cutting of a set of
planar regions, augmented with some additional proceduresthat will be used by our hitting-set al-
gorithms. Although algorithms for constructing shallow cuttings are known [4, 34], adapting them
to support the additional procedures required in our scenario is nontrivial. We use a randomized
incremental approach to construct shallow cuttings, basedon a variant of the algorithm of Agar-
wal et al. [3] for constructing levels in arrangements. As a by-product, we obtain an efficient
algorithm to approximate the largest “depth” in an arrangement of planar regions, which, to our
knowledge, is faster than previous algorithms for this problem.

We first consider the case whenR is a set ofn closed, connected planar regions of constant
description complexity1 andX is a set ofm points inR

2. We assume that the union complexity of
any subset ofR of sizer is O(rϕ(r)), whereϕ(r) (as defined above) is a slowly monotonically-
nondecreasingsublinear function (ideally,o(log r) or at worstO(polylog(r))). We describe in
Section 3 a randomized algorithm that computes, inO((m + nϕ(κ)) log2 κ log n) expected time, a
hitting setH ⊆ X for R of sizeO(κϕ(κ) log n). For the continuous model (i.e., whenX = R

2),
the expected running time isO(nϕ(κ) log2 κ log n), yielding a similar approximation factor as in
the discrete case. Roughly speaking, our approach can be regarded as a variant of the greedy algo-
rithm, in which we carefully chooseO(κϕ(κ)) points at each stage, and ensure that the algorithm
terminates withinO(log n) stages. In contrast, the greedy algorithm terminates inO(κ log n) stages
and chooses a single point at each stage. We obtain a faster algorithm by reducing the number of
stages, but pay an extraϕ(κ) factor in the output size.

Our algorithm is applicable for a variety of classes of planar regions with small union complex-

1A set hasconstant description complexityif it is a semi-algebraic set defined by a constant number of polynomial
equations and inequalities of constant maximum degree; see[8] for details.
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ity; see [7] for a comprehensive survey. Here we just mentiona few such cases for which we obtain
near-linear hitting-set algorithms with small approximation factors:

(i) The approximation factor isO(log n) for pseudo-disks [31].

(ii) The approximation factors areO(log n) for fat wedges [38] andO(log n log∗ κ) for fat trian-
gles [10, 22].

(iii) The approximation factor is2O(log∗ κ) log n for locally γ-fat objects [10]; the constant of
proportionality in the exponent depends onγ and on the description complexity of the objects.

(iv) The approximation factor isO(α(κ) log n) for regions bounded by Jordan arcs having three
intersections per pair, in the sense of [20].

We next consider, in Section 4, the case in whichR is a set ofn axis-parallel rectangles inR2,
andX a set ofm points inR

2. The union complexity ofR can be quadratic in the worst case, so we
cannot apply the previous algorithm directly. We present analgorithm that computes a hitting set
H ⊆ X for R of sizeO(κ log n) in timeO((m + n) log2 n). Using an appropriate range-searching
data structure, we can extend the algorithm to higher dimensions: Given a setX of m points inR

d

and a setR of n d-dimensional boxes (referred to asd-boxes, or simply asboxes) in R
d, a hitting

set of sizeO(κ log n) can be computed inO((m + n) logd n) time. The algorithm does not seem to
extend to the continuous model without increasing the running time significantly.

Finally, we present in Section 5 a fast implementation of theiterative reweighted-sampling
scheme of Brönnimann and Goodrich for the case of axis-parallel d-boxes inR

d. Given a setX of
m points and a setR of n axis-paralleld-boxes inR

d, we can compute a hitting setH ⊆ X for
R of O(κ log κ) size inO((m + n + κd+1)polylog(mn)) randomized expected time. The main
ingredient of our algorithm is a data structure that, afterO((m + n)polylog(mn)) preprocessing
time, can implement each stage of the Brönnimann–Goodrichalgorithm in O(κdpolylog(mn))
time. We improve the approximation factor toO(log log κ), for d = 2, 3, using the recent bound of
Aronov et al. [11], mentioned above, on the size ofε-nets in this case, while keeping the expected
running timeO((m + n + κd+1)polylog(mn)).

2 Arrangements and Shallow Cuttings

Arrangements and levels. Let R be a set ofn (closed) connected planar regions of constant
description complexity. We refer to the boundaries of regions inR asboundary curves. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the regions inR are in general position, that is, no point is incident
to more than two boundary curves, and when two curves meet at apoint, they cross each other
there. LetA(R) denote the arrangement ofR [8], and letU(R) =

⋃

R denote the union ofR. The
combinatorial complexity ofA(R) is the number of its vertices, edges, and two-dimensional faces,
and the combinatorial complexity ofU(R) is the number of vertices and edges ofA(R) that appear
along∂U(R). In the sequel we consider familiesR as above that satisfy the following property:
the complexity of the union of anyr ≤ n regions ofR is near linear inr. Specifically, letf(r)
denote the maximum complexity of the union of a subset ofr regions inR, for r ≤ n. Then we
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address the case wheref(r) ≤ rϕ(r), whereϕ(·) is a slowly growing sublinear function (e.g.,
ϕ(r) = O(log r)). We then call regions of the above kindwell behaved.

The depthof a pointp ∈ R
2 in A(R), denoted by∆(p,R), is the number of regionsR ∈ R

that containp in their interior. For0 ≤ l ≤ n, the l-level of A(R), denoted byAl(R), is the set
of all points whose depth isl; for example, the0-level is the closure of the complement ofU(R).
Let A≤l(R) denote the set of points whose level is at mostl, i.e., A≤l(R) =

⋃l
j=0 Aj(R). The

complexity ofA≤l(R) is the number of vertices, edges, and faces ofA(R) that lie inA≤l(R). It
suffices to consider only vertices because the number of edges and faces is proportional to|R| plus
the number of vertices. A well-known result by Clarkson and Shor [16] implies that the complexity
of A≤l(R), for l ≥ 1, is O(l2f(n/l)) = O(nlϕ(n/l)) (it is at mostf(n) ≤ nϕ(n) for l = 0). In
particular, if l∗ = maxp∈R2 ∆(p,R), then the complexity ofA(R) is O(nl∗ϕ(n/l∗)). Thus if the
union complexity is small and the arrangement is “shallow” (i.e., its maximum depth is small), the
overall arrangement complexity is also relatively small.

In what follows, when we consider shallow levels of an arrangement, we will always assume,
for the sake of simplicity, thatl ≥ 1, to avoid a more cumbersome notation; for example, without
such an assumption we would have to write the bound on the complexity of A≤l(R) asO((l +
1)2f(n/(l + 1))) = O(n(l + 1)ϕ(n/(l + 1))), to accommodate also the casel = 0.

Figure 1. Vertical decomposition ofA≤1; the level of the shaded regions is≥ 2.

Vertical decomposition. The vertical decompositionof a faceC of A(R), denoted byCq, is
obtained by erecting, withinC, a vertical segment through each vertex and locallyx-extremal point
on ∂C in both (+y)- and (−y)-directions until it meets∂C again (or else extends to±∞). Cq

partitionsC into pseudo-trapezoidalcells, each bounded by at most two arcs of∂C and at most two
vertical segments; some of the cells may be degenerate — theymay be unbounded, or they may have
fewer than four edges even when bounded. The number of pseudo-trapezoids inCq is proportional
to the number of vertices plus the number ofx-extremal points inC. The vertical decompositions of
A(R) and ofA≤l(R), denoted byAq(R) andAq

≤l(R), respectively, are obtained by constructing the
vertical decomposition of each of the cells of the respective portion of the plane; see Figure 1. By
the result of Clarkson and Shor [16], the number of pseudo-trapezoids inAq

≤l(R) is O (nlϕ(n/l));
A pseudo-trapezoidτ in Aq(R) is definedby a setD(τ) of at most four regions, in the sense thatτ
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is a cell inAq(D(τ)), andD(τ) is minimal with respect to this property. We call a regionτ ⊆ R
2 a

primitive pseudo-trapezoidif there exists a subsetD = D(τ) of R of the above kind. Note that the
interior of a primitive pseudo-trapezoid may intersect theboundary of some of the regions inR\D.

Shallow cuttings. Let l ≥ 0 and1 ≤ r ≤ n be two parameters. A collectionΞ of (possibly
unbounded) pairwise-disjoint primitive pseudo-trapezoids is called a(1/r)-cuttingof A≤l(R), also
known as ashallow(1/r)-cutting, if the union of the cells inΞ coversA≤l(R), and the interior of
each cellτ ∈ Ξ is crossed by at mostn/r boundary curves of regions ofR. Thesizeof Ξ is the
number of its cells. The setRτ of regions ofR whose boundary curves cross a cellτ ∈ Ξ is called
theconflict listof τ . The notion of shallow cutting was originally introduced byMatoušek [34] for
arrangements of halfspaces inR

d, and this notion was subsequently extended to other classesof
regions (see, e.g., [4]). It is shown in [34] (see also [4]) that there exists a(1/r)-cutting ofA≤l(R)
of sizeO(qrϕ(r/q)), whereq = l(r/n) + 1. (Here the bound also applies tol = 0.)

The proof of the existence of such a cutting, for both cases considered in [4, 34] (and for the
case considered here), is constructive and is based on a two-level random sampling. Specifically,
we choose a random subsetG ⊆ R of r regions, computeAq(G), and discard those cells ofAq(G)
that do not intersectA≤l(R). For each remaining cellτ , consider its conflict listRτ . If |Rτ | ≤ n/r,
we addτ to the final cuttingΞ. Otherwise, if(t−1)n/r ≤ |Rτ | ≤ tn/r, for some integert ≥ 2, we
choose a random sampleGτ ⊆ Rτ of O(t log t) regions, computeAq(Gτ ), clip each cell ofAq(Gτ )
within τ (possibly partitioning further each clipped cell intoO(1) proper pseudo-trapezoids), and
add the clipped cell toΞ if it intersectsA≤l(R). As follows, e.g., from the argument given in [34],
Ξ is a(1/r)-cutting ofA≤l(R) with high probability, and its expected size isO(qrϕ(r/q)).

Our shallow-cutting algorithm is implemented somewhat differently from the classical construc-
tion of [34] (or of [4]), using a variant of the randomized incremental procedure of Agarwalet al.[3]
for constructingA≤l(R). Still, from a high-level point of view, both techniques implement the same
two-stage sampling scheme described in [4, 34]. The reason for deviating from the standard ap-
proach is that our implementation allows us to keep track of additional information that we need to
maintain—see below.

Let 1 ≤ r, l ≤ n be the given parameters. Let〈R1, . . . , Rn〉 be a random permutation ofR, and
let Ri = 〈R1, . . . , Ri〉. In the first stage, we insert the regions inRr in order, one at a time. The
algorithm maintains, after each insertion stepi (at whichRi is inserted) the following structures.

(i) A collection Ξi of certain cells ofAq(Ri) whose union coversA≤l(R) (not all the cells nec-
essarily intersectA≤l(R)).

(ii) The conflict lists: For each cellτ ∈ Ξi, we maintain the setRτ ⊆ R \ Ri of those regions
whose boundary curves cross (the interior of)τ ; we also store the inverse data, by associating
with each regionR ∈ R \ Ri, the list of all cellsτ with R ∈ Rτ . Setnτ := |Rτ |.

(iii) For each cellτ ∈ Ξi, we store the levellτ , with respect toA(R), of some arbitrarily chosen
interior pointp ∈ τ .

The cellsτ ∈ Ξi satisfy the invariantlτ ≤ l + nτ ; we refer to cells satisfying this condition as
active. Suppose that we have inserted all the regions inRi−1 and that we have computed the(i−1)-
st version of the above structures. We insert the regionRi and update the structures as follows.
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(i) We find all the cells ofΞi−1 whose interiors are intersected by∂Ri, using the respective
inverse conflict list. We split each such cellτ into the connected components ofτ \ ∂Ri,
re-decompose each component into primitive pseudo-trapezoids and merge some of the com-
ponents into a single pseudo-trapezoid as necessary, construct the conflict lists of the new cells
(from those of the containing cellsτ , just being destroyed), and compute the level information
for each new cell.

(ii) We then test each of the newly created cellsτ to see whether it is active. Ifτ is not active, we
discard it along with its conflict list.

Note that the cells ofΞi−1 that are fully contained inRi are not touched at theith step. We refer the
reader to the original procedure, described in [3], for further details.

The time spent at each step is proportional to the number of newly created and destroyed cells
τ in that step, plus the overall size of their conflict lists. A cell destroyed at stepi must have been
created at an earlier step, so it suffices to consider only cells created at each stepi. Following the
analysis in [3], the expected time spent in stepi is

O

(

1

i
·
n

i
·

i2

n2
nϕ(n/l)

(

l +
n

i
log i

)

)

= O
(

ϕ(n/l)
(

l +
n

i
log i

))

. (1)

The above bound can be justified by the following informal argument. At stepi, the maximum
level of any point in an active cellτ of Aq(Ri) is at mostl + 2nτ , and the analysis of Clarkson
and Shor [16] implies that, with high probability,nτ = O((n/i) log i) for all τ , so all active cells
are contained in level at mosth = l + O((n/i) log i) of A(R). The complexity ofA≤h(R) is
O(nhϕ(n/l)). The probability of a vertex ofA≤h(R) to appear inA(Ri) is roughlyO(i2/n2), so
the expected number of active cells inΞi is O

(

(i2/n2) · nhϕ(n/l)
)

, and the expected size of the
conflict list of each of these cells isO(n/i). The probability that a cell ofΞi was created at the
i-th step itself (conditioned on appearing inΞi) is roughlyO(1/i). Putting this together, one can
deduce that the expected overall size of the conflict lists ofthe newly created cells at stepi plus the
expected number of these cells is bounded by (1). The same argument also implies that the number
of active cellsτ for whichnτ ≤ n/i is

O

(

i2

n

(

l +
n

i

)

ϕ(n/l)

)

. (2)

Summing (1) over allr steps, the overall expected running time of the first stage ofthe algorithm
is

O((n log2 r + rl)ϕ(n/l)). (3)

We now take the resulting partitionΞ′ := Ξr and refine each of its cellsτ into a collectionΨτ

of subcells, as follows. Ifnτ ≤ n/r (wherenτ = |Rτ |), Ψτ consists only ofτ itself. Otherwise,
let t ≥ 1 be the integer satisfyingtn/r < nτ ≤ (t + 1)n/r; we refer tot as theexcessof
τ . We apply a second sampling step toτ by constructing a(1/t)-cutting Ψτ for Rτ that covers
A≤l(R) within τ . More precisely, we choose a random permutation ofRτ and add the firstc′t ln t
regions in this permutation, for some appropriate constantc′ > 0, using the algorithm of the first
stage, with two major differences: (i) each cell is clipped to within τ , and (ii) for simplicity, the
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cells ofΨτ cover the entire arrangementA(Rτ ) (clipped to withinτ ); as our analysis shows, this
does not increase the bound on the overall expected running time, incurred at the first sampling
step (see below for details). By construction, the cells ofΨτ coverA≤l(R) within τ . Instead of
using the complex argument of Agarwalet al. [3], we can use the simpler argument by Clarkson
and Shor [16] to prove thatΨτ is a (1/t)-cutting of Rτ with probability at least1/2, that the
expected number of cells inΨτ is O(t2 log2 t), and that the expected time spent in constructingΨτ

is O(nτ t log t) = O((nt2/r) log t). If Ψτ is not a(1/t)-cutting, we reconstructΨτ from scratch,
and keep doing so until we obtain a valid(1/t)-cutting. We set the final cuttingΞ to be

⋃

τ∈Ξ′ Ψτ .

For t ≥ 0, let η(r, t, l) denote an upper bound on the expected number of cells inΞ′ with excess
at leastt. Substitutingi = r in (2), we note that

η(r, 0, l) = O((r + lr2/n)ϕ(n/l)) = O(qrϕ(r/q)), (4)

whereq = l(r/n)+1. Using an argument similar to those in [4, 6, 34], we can arguethat fort ≥ 1,

η(r, t, l) = O
(

2−tη(r/t, 0, l)
)

.

Summing the expected running time of the second stage over all cells τ , we thus obtain the bound

∑

t≥1

η(r, t, l) · O
(n

r
t2 log t

)

=
∑

t≥1

2−tη(r/t, 0, l) · O
(n

r
t2 log t

)

= O
(n

r
· η(r, 0, l)

)

= O((n + lr)ϕ(n/l)).

Adding the expected time of the first stage, the expected running time of the overall algorithm is

O((n log2 r + lr)ϕ(n/l)). (5)

Similarly, the expected size ofΞ is

∑

τ∈Ξ′

E{|Ψτ |} = η(r, 0, l) +
∑

t≥1

η(r, t, l)O(t2 log2 t)

= O(qrϕ(r/q)) = O((r + lr2/n)ϕ(n/l)).

If |Ξ| > A(r + lr2/n)ϕ(n/l), for an appropriate constantA ≥ 1, we repeat the above construction
from scratch, and keep doing so until a cutting of the desiredsize is obtained. With an appropriate
choice of the constantA, the probability of having to re-run the algorithm will be atmost1/2.
Hence we obtain the following:

Lemma 2.1. Let R be a set ofn well-behaved planar regions, and letl ≥ 0, r ≥ 1 be two given
parameters. A(1/r)-cutting forA≤l(R) of sizeO((r + lr2/n)ϕ(n/l)), along with the conflict list
of each cell, can be computed in expected timeO((n log2 r + lr)ϕ(n/l)) (which is also an upper
bound on the expected overall size of the conflict lists).

Remarks: (i) As indicated by the analysis, the bound on the running time is dominated by the
bound for the first stage of the algorithm.
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(ii) The algorithm in [3] insertsall the elementsR1, . . . , Rn (and thusr = n in this case) in order to
obtain the complete structureA≤l(R), whereas ours stops afterr steps to obtain a shallow cutting
instead.

Next, we describe two extensions of this construction, eachof which will be needed for our
hitting-set algorithm.

A point location mechanism. We can construct a directed acyclic graph, called ahistory dagand
denoted byH, whose nodes are the pseudo-trapezoids constructed by the algorithm (in the first or
the second stage). There is an edge(τ ′, τ) in H if τ is created at the step whereτ ′ is being destroyed,
andτ ′ ∩ τ 6= ∅. It is known that the expected length of any path inH is O(log r) [18]. Moreover,
by our iterative construction (at both the first and the second stages), the out-degree of each node is
O(1) since the regions have constant description complexity (see, e.g. [41, Chapter 6]).2 Let p be a
point in R

2. By tracing an appropriate path throughH, we can compute the cell ofΞ containingp
in O(log r) time (recall that the out-degree is onlyO(1)), if such a cell exists. We thus have:

Lemma 2.2. LetR be a set ofn well-behaved planar regions,l ≥ 0 andr > 1 two parameters, and
Ξ a (1/r)-cutting ofA≤l(R). Then one can construct inO(n log2 r + lr)ϕ(n/l)) expected time a
point-location data structure forΞ with expected query timeO(log r).

Hence, for a setX of m points inR
2, we can locate, using Lemma 2.2, all the points ofX in Ξ

in overall expected timeO(m log r). Let Ξ∗ ⊆ Ξ be the set ofnonemptycells, namely, those that
contain at least one point ofX. Again, using the history dagH, we can also compute the regions of
R that fully contain at least one cell ofΞ∗. We thus obtain the following:

Corollary 2.3. LetR be a set ofn well-behaved planar regions,X a set ofm points inR
2, andl ≥ 0

andr > 1 two parameters. The following can be computed inO(m log r + (n log2 r + lr)ϕ(n/l))
expected time: (i) a(1/r)-cutting Ξ of A≤l(R), (ii) the setsX ∩ τ for eachτ ∈ Ξ, and (iii) the
subset of regions ofR that contain at least one nonempty cell ofΞ.

Approximating the maximal depth. Putδ∗ = maxp∈X ∆(p,R). We next show how to compute
a valueδ ∈ [δ∗/2, δ∗] by performing an exponential search onδ and using the shallow-cutting
algorithm and Corollary 2.3 at each step. Initially, we setδ = n/2. At each step of the search,
we setl = δ, r = n/l, construct a(1/r)-cutting Ξ of A≤l(R), and use the history dag to track
the depth of each point inX. More specifically, for each nonempty cellτ ∈ Ξ∗, we retrieveNτ ,
the number of regions that containτ (that is, its depth with respect to the regions inR \ Rτ ). Let
τ0 = arg maxτ∈Ξ Nτ . If Nτ0 ≥ nτ0, we stop and returnNτ0 . Otherwise, we setδ = δ/2 and
repeat the above step. Letτ be a cell ofΞ that contains a pointp ∈ X of maximum depthδ∗. Then

Nτ ≤ δ∗ ≤ Nτ + nτ ≤ Nτ + n/r,

so δ∗ − n/r ≤ Nτ ≤ δ∗, which implies that the algorithm will stop as soon asn/r, that is,δ,
becomes smaller thanδ∗/2, or at some earlier (larger) value ofδ. In the former case we have

δ∗/2 ≤ δ∗ −
n

r
≤ Nτ0 ≤ δ∗.

2In contrast, the merging of sub-trapezoids may cause the in-degree of trapezoids to be arbitrarily large.
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In the latter case we haveNτ0 ≥ δ ≥ δ∗/2. This establishes the correctness of the algorithm.

A closer inspection of the algorithm presented above shows that Ξ need not be reconstructed
from scratch at each step. Indeed, note that the value ofr at the i-th step is2i. Since the al-
gorithm for the first sampling stage is incremental, we can computeΞ2i from Ξ2i−1 by inserting
R2i−1+1, . . . , R2i as described above, and removing the cells that are no longeractive (recall that
the value ofl is halved at each step). A careful analysis shows that the total expected time spent
in the first stage, over the entire exponential search, is within a constant factor of the time spent
in constructingΞr∗, wherer∗ is the final value ofr when the algorithm terminates. By (3) and
Corollary 2.3, the total expected time spent in the first stage is thus

O(m log (n/δ∗) + nϕ(n/δ∗) log2(n/δ∗)).

The second sampling stage is applied from scratch at each step. The running time of each application
of that stage (including the cost of locating the points ofP in the cutting) is only

O(m log r∗ + (n + lr∗)ϕ(n/l)) = O(m log (n/δ∗) + nϕ(n/δ∗)),

and the number of steps in the exponential search isO(log (n/δ∗)). Hence, the overall cost of
both stages isO((m + nϕ(n/δ∗)) log2(n/δ∗)). Putting all the pieces together, we conclude the
following:

Corollary 2.4. Let R be a set ofn well-behaved planar regions, letX be a set ofm points inR
2,

and letδ∗ = maxp∈X ∆(p,R). We can compute, in expected timeO((m+nϕ(n/δ∗)) log2(n/δ∗)),
a valueδ ∈ [δ∗/2, δ∗].

3 Approximate Hitting Sets for Well-Behaved Planar Regions

This section describes our hitting-set algorithm for rangespaces(X,R), whereR = {R1, . . . , Rn}
is a set ofn well behaved regions inR2, and whereX is eitherR2 (the continuous model) or a finite
set ofm points inR

2 (the discrete model). We first consider the discrete model and then extend the
machinery to tackle the continuous model.

The discrete model. The algorithm works in stages. At the beginning of theith stage, we have
subsetsRi ⊆ R, Xi ⊆ X, and a hitting setHi−1 = X \ Xi for (X,R \ Ri). Setni = |Ri| and
mi = |Xi|. Initially, R1 = R, X1 = X, andH0 = ∅. The algorithm terminates whenRi = ∅ or
Xi ∩ R = ∅ for everyR ∈ Ri (i.e.,Xi ⊂ R

2 \
⋃

Ri). If Ri 6= ∅ at the time of termination, thenX
does not hit the entireR. Nevertheless, the algorithm returns a valid hitting set—see below. Theith
stage consists of the following steps:

Setli = maxp∈Xi ∆(p,Ri). Using Corollary 2.4, we can compute, in expected time

O((mi + niϕ(ni/li)) log2(ni/li)),

an integerhi ∈ [li/2, li]. If hi = 0, thenli = 0, implying thatXi ∩ R = ∅ for everyR ∈ Ri,
so we terminate the algorithm and returnHi−1. Otherwise, we proceed as follows. Putri :=
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min{ni, cni/hi}, for some constantc > 4. Using Lemma 2.1, we construct a(1/ri)-cuttingΞi of
A≤2hi

(Ri) of sizeO(riϕ(ri)). If hi ≤ c (i.e., ri = ni), thenΞi is the vertical decomposition of
the appropriate portion ofA(Ri); for simplicity, we takeΞi to be the entire vertical decomposition
Aq(Ri). In either case, since each point ofXi has depth at mostli ≤ 2hi andΞi coversA≤2hi

(Ri),

each of these points lies in some cell ofΞi. For each cellτ ∈ Ξi, put X
(τ)
i = Xi ∩ τ , and let

Ξ∗
i ⊆ Ξi denote the subset of cellsτ for whichX

(τ)
i 6= ∅. For eachτ ∈ Ξ∗

i , we choose an arbitrary

point pτ of X
(τ)
i . Let H̄i denote the set of chosen points; we have (see (3))

|H̄i| = O(riϕ(ri)) = O((ni/li)ϕ(ni/li)).

By Corollary 2.3,H̄i can be computed in

O(mi log(ni/li) + niϕ(ni/li) log2(ni/li))

expected time. SetHi = Hi−1 ∪ H̄i andXi+1 = Xi \ H̄i.

Using Corollary 2.3, we also compute the setGi ⊆ Ri of regions that fully contain at least one
cell of Ξ∗

i . Clearly, each region inGi is hit by at least one point of̄Hi. These points potentially hit
additional regions ofRi, which we find by scanning the conflict listRτ (or, rather, its restrictionRi,τ

to Ri), for each cellτ ∈ Ξ∗
i (recall that each such list consists of those regions whose boundaries

crossτ ), and by selecting those regionsR ∈ Ri,τ for whichpτ ∈ R. We add all these regions toGi,
and setRi+1 = Ri \ Gi, observing that no region ofRi+1 contains a point of̄Hi (or of Hi for that
matter). Putting everything together, the expected running time of theith stage is

O((mi + niϕ(ni/li)) log2(ni/li)). (6)

We proceed in this manner, until the algorithm terminates, which happens either whenRi+1 = ∅ or
whenXi+1 ⊆ R

2 \
⋃

Ri+1. Upon termination, we output the final setHi. Suppose the algorithm
terminates after completingk stages. IfRk+1 = ∅, then obviouslyHk is a hitting set of(X,R).
If Rk+1 6= ∅, thenXk+1 ∩ R = ∅ for eachR ∈ Rk+1. SinceHk does not intersect any region in
Rk+1, we conclude thatX ∩ R = ∅ for eachR ∈ Rk+1. Hence,Hk is a (valid) hitting set of the
range space(X, {R ∩ X | R ∈ R}). Alternatively, we can report in this case thatX does not hit
the entireR. The next two lemmas bound the value ofk and the size ofH = Hk.

Lemma 3.1. The algorithm stops within⌈log4 n⌉ stages.

Proof. We claim that for anyj > 1, lj ≤ lj−1/4, which will prove the lemma, sincel1 ≤ n. Indeed,
let p ∈ Xj be a point of the maximum depthlj with respect toRj. By construction,p lies in a cell
τ ∈ Ξj−1, which must contain another pointq 6= p that was chosen for̄Hj−1 (one such point was
chosen, and it could not have beenp, for thenp would have belonged tōHj−1 and not included in
Xj). At the(j − 1)st stage, we eliminate all the regions ofRj−1 that containq. Hence, ifp lies in a
regionR ∈ Rj , thenq 6∈ R. Since bothp, q lie in τ , the boundary ofR has to intersectτ and thus
R ∈ Rj−1,τ . SinceΞj−1 is a (1/rj−1)-cutting, there are at mostnj−1/rj−1 ≤ hj−1/c ≤ lj−1/4
such regions, thereforelj = ∆(p,Rj) ≤ lj−1/4, as claimed.

Lemma 3.2. |H| = O(κϕ(κ) log n).
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume thatX intersects every region inR. (As discussed
above, if this does not hold then no subset ofX can hitR, and we need to consider only those
regions that are hit byX.) Letκj be the size of the smallest subset ofXj that intersects every region
of Rj . Observe thatκj ≥ nj/lj ≥ nj/(2hj) ≥ rj/(2c), for each point ofXj can lie in at most
lj ≤ 2hj elements ofRj. Since|H̄j | ≤ |Ξj| = O(rjϕ(rj)) andϕ(·) is a slowly monotonically-
nondecreasing sublinear function, we have|H̄j| = O(κjϕ(κj)). Next, we claim thatκj ≤ κ. This
follows from the observation that ifH∗ is an optimal hitting set forR (of sizeκ), thenH∗ \ Hj−1

is a hitting set forRj, for the simple reason that, by construction, no point inHj−1 intersects any
region ofRj. Hence,|H̄j| = O(κϕ(κ)), and Lemma 3.1 implies that|H| = O(κϕ(κ) log n).

Putting everything together, we obtain the following result, in which we use (6) to bound the
cost of a single step, and recall thatni/li ≤ κi ≤ κ for eachi.

Theorem 3.3. Let R be a set ofn regions of constant description complexity inR
2 such that the

union complexity of anyr of them isO(rϕ(r)), with ϕ as above, and letX be a set ofm points
in R

2. A hitting set for(X,R) of sizeO(κϕ(κ) log n), whereκ = κ(X,R), can be computed in
randomized expected timeO((m + nϕ(κ)) log2 κ log n).

The continuous model. In the continuous model, the points in the hitting set can be chosen any-
where in the plane, i.e.,X = R

2. The following simplified version of the previous algorithmand
its analysis apply in this case.

Theith stage now proceeds as follows. We have a setRi of regions, and a hitting setHi−1 for R\
Ri. We setli = minp∈R2 ∆(p,Ri), compute a valuehi ∈ [li/2, li], and setri := max{ni, cni/hi},
with the same choice ofc as above. We then construct a(1/ri)-cutting Ξi of the entireA(Ri),
which is clearly equal toA≤2hi

(Ri). The size ofΞi is, as above,O(riϕ(ri)). We choose a point in
each cell ofΞi, and letH̄i be the set of chosen points. We remove the regions that contain one of
the points inH̄i, as above, putHi = Hi−1 ∪ H̄i, and setRi+1 to be the set of regions ofRi that
have not yet been hit. Following the same analysis as above, we can argue that|H̄i| = O(κϕ(κ))
for eachi, and that the algorithm terminates inO(log n) stages. Hence, we obtain the following:

Theorem 3.4. Let R be a set ofn regions of constant description complexity inR
2 such that the

union complexity of anyr of them isO(rϕ(r)), with ϕ as above. A hitting set for(R2,R) of
sizeO(κϕ(κ) log n), whereκ = κ(R2,R), can be computed inO(nϕ(κ) log2 κ log n) randomized
expected time.

Remark. We note that this algorithm is significantly simpler than that for the discrete case, since
in the latter we need to compute a shallow cutting, locate thepoints ofXi in Ξi, and distinguish
between empty and nonempty cells ofΞi, all of which are not needed now. Observe that the maximal
depth of a point inXi (in the discrete case) can be considerably different frommaxp∈R2 ∆(p,Ri),
which is the major reason for constructing, for the discretecase, a shallow cutting, instead of just a
“standard” one (that is, with respect to the entire arrangementA(R)).
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4 Axis-Parallel Boxes

We now present a near-linear algorithm for computing a hitting set for the range space(X,R) where
X is a set ofm points inR

d andR = {R1, . . . , Rn} is a collection ofn axis-paralleld-dimensional
boxes inR

d (as in the introduction, we refer to them asd-boxes, or justboxes). That is, we consider
here only the discrete model; see below for a remark concerning the continuous model. We follow
the same iterative approach as in Section 3, which works in⌈log2 n⌉ stages, but the implementation
of these stages is different. At the beginning of theith stage, we have a subsetRi ⊆ R, a subset
Xi ⊆ X, and a hitting setHi−1 = X \ Xi for R \ Ri; we setni = |Ri| andmi = |Xi|. Initially,
R1 = R, X1 = X, andH0 = ∅. The algorithm terminates whenRi = ∅ or Xi ∩ R = ∅ for each
R ∈ Ri. Let li = maxp∈Xi ∆(p,Ri). For simplicity, we first describe the algorithm ford = 2 and
then extend it to higher dimensions.

The ith stage (ford = 2) proceeds as follows. We first computeli (exactly), inO((mi +
ni) log ni) time, using a sweep-line technique [18]. Ifli = 0, i.e.,Xi ∩ R = ∅ for eachR ∈ Ri,
we stop and returnHi−1. Otherwise, we sweepRi andXi in the (+y)-direction by a horizontal
line L. We maintain the intersections ofL with the rectangles ofRi, which is a set of intervals, in a
dynamic segment tree. WhenL reaches a pointp ∈ Xi, we compute, inO(log ni) time, the depth
δp, namely, the number of rectangles ofRi that containp. If δp ≥ li/2, we addp to theith hitting
subsetH̄i, delete fromRi the setGp of the rectangles ofRi that containp, and update the segment
tree accordingly. Note that once a rectangle ofRi is deleted, it does not contribute to the depth of
subsequent points ofXi. Let Gi =

⋃

p∈H̄i
Gp, and setRi+1 = Ri \ Gi (the set of the remaining

unhit rectangles),Xi+1 = Xi \ H̄i, andHi = Hi−1 ∪ H̄i. By construction,H̄i is a hitting set for
Gi. Moreover,Gp ∩ Gq = ∅, for any pair of pointsp 6= q ∈ H̄i, and|Gp|, |Gq| ≥ li/2. Following the
same argument as in Section 3, we haveκ ≥ ni/li (since each point can hit at mostli rectangles of
Ri), and|H̄i| ≤ 2ni/li, so we have|H̄i| ≤ 2κ. Moreover,li+1 ≤ li/2, because, by construction, no
point ofXi \ H̄i can lie in more thanli/2 rectangles ofRi+1.

Theith stage ford > 2 works exactly as above except that we now sweep a(d−1)-dimensional
hyperplaneL normal to thexd-axis, in the positivexd-direction, and maintain the intersection ofL
with the boxes inRi, a set of(d− 1)-boxes, in a dynamic range-searching data structure so thatthe
number of boxes containing a query point can be computed quickly. As shown in [35], the structure
can be implemented so that the update and query time areO(logd−1 n). Now the algorithm proceeds
as above, to computēHi, Xi+1, andRi+1. A similar hyperplane-sweep algorithm can be used to
compute the value ofli at the beginning of theith stage. The total running time of theith stage is
O((|Ri| + |Xi|) logd−1 n).

If Xi+1 = ∅ or Ri+1 = ∅, we returnHi as the hitting set of(X,R). If Ri+1 6= ∅, then we
conclude as in Section 3 thatHi is a hitting set of the range space(X, {R∩X | R ∈ R}) and return
Hi. Arguing as above, the algorithm terminates afterO(log n) steps, so we obtain the following:

Theorem 4.1. Given a setR of n axis-parallel d-boxes inR
d and a setX ⊂ R

d of m points,
a hitting set for(X,R) of sizeO(κ log n) can be computed inO((n + m) logd n) time, where
κ = κ(X,R).

Remark. The preceding analysis exploits in a strong way the discretenature ofX, and we do not
know how to extend the above algorithm to the continuous model without increasing the running
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time significantly. As far as we know, the result by Nielsen [37], mentioned in the introduction, is
still the best-known near-linear-time approximation algorithm for the continuous model whenR is
a set ofd-boxes.

5 Iterative Reweighted Sampling Scheme

This section describes a faster implementation of the iterative reweighted sampling scheme of
Brönnimann and Goodrich [13], which generalizes an earlier technique of Clarkson [15], to com-
pute a hitting set for(X,R), whereX is a set ofm points andR is a set ofn axis-paralleld-boxes
in R

d. The size of the hitting set isO(κ log κ), and the running time is3 O∗(m + n +κd+1) (see the
introduction for a discussion on the running time in a naive implementation). The size can be im-
proved toO(κ log log κ), for d = 2, 3, using the recent result of Aronovet al. [11]. For simplicity,
we only describe the algorithms ford = 2.

We first briefly recall this general technique. Given a range space(X,R), the goal is to find
a small subsetH ⊆ X that intersects every range ofR. Suppose we know (or guess) the value
of κ up to a factor of2. The algorithm works in phases. It assigns weights to the elements ofX,
which change during the course of execution. Initially, each p ∈ X is assigned weightω(p) = 1. In
each phase, the algorithm performs two main steps. It first constructs a(1/2κ)-netN ⊆ X of the
weighted range space(X,R). Next, it determines whetherN is a hitting set forR. If the answer is
YES, the algorithms returnsN and stops. Otherwise, the algorithm finds a “witness” rangeR that
does not intersectN ; ω(R) ≤ ω(X)/2κ becauseN is a(1/2κ)-net. The algorithm then doubles the
weight of each point inX ∩R, and repeats the above two steps. The analysis of [13, 15] shows that
the algorithm terminates withing(κ) := O(κ log (n/κ)) rounds. Since we do not know the value
of κ, we conduct an exponential search forκ. If the algorithm does not stop withing(κ) phases for
the current guess ofκ, we double the value ofκ and restart the process.

Instead of constructing a(1/2κ)-net in each phase, if we construct a setN ⊆ X that is a(1/2κ)-
net with probability at least1/2, then the weight of the witness rangeR may exceedω(X)/2κ. We
call a phasesuccessfulif the weight ofR is at mostω(X)/2κ. Before proceeding to the next phase,
we double the weights of points inX ∩R only if the phase is successful. The same argument shows
that the algorithm terminates afterg(κ) successful phases, and, as argued in [15], the algorithm
terminates in an expected number ofg(κ) phases. We will use this randomized version of the
algorithm.

Let W be the set of “witness” ranges identified by the algorithm until the current phase. The
technique needs the following two procedures:

VERIFIER . Given a subsetH ⊆ X, the procedure returnsYES if H is indeed a hitting set forR, or
else returns a witness rangeR ∈ R that does not intersectH.

ε-NET GENERATOR . This procedure maintains a subsetW ⊆ R of “witness” ranges. The weight
ω(p) of a pointp in X is 2wp , wherewp is the number of ranges inW that containp. The
procedure supports two operations: (i) insert a range intoW, and (ii) given a parameterε > 0,

3Here a bound of the formO∗(X) means that the actual bound isO(X · polylog(X)).
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return anε-net N for the weightedrange space(X,R, ω), i.e., a subsetN of X such that
R ∩ N 6= ∅ for any rangeR ∈ R with ω(R) ≥ εω(X),

If we implement the verifier and theε-net generator in a brute-force manner, each phase of the
algorithm can be implemented inO((m + n)κ log κ) time, since|W| = O(κ log n) and |N | =
O(κ log κ). We show that in our setting, whereX is a set ofm points andR is a set ofn axis-
parallel rectangles inR2, X andR can be preprocessed inO∗(m + n) time so that each phase can
be implemented inO∗(κ2) time, which is considerably faster than the naive implementation for
small values ofκ.

(a, a)

x = y

(α−, α+)

α+aα−

Figure 2. The transformation for the one-dimensional problem. Mapping an interval[α−, α+] to the point(α−, α+),
and a pointa ∈ R to the quadrant[−∞, a] × [a,∞].

The verifier. We wish to preprocess a setR = {R1, . . . , Rn} of n axis-parallel rectangles inR2

into a data structure, so that we can determine whether a setH of points is a hitting set forR (or else
produce a witness range that missesH). SupposeRi = [α−

i , α+
i ]× [β−

i , β+
i ]. We mapRi to a point

πi = (α−
i , α+

i , β−
i , β+

i ) ∈ R
4, and putΠ = {πi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. We preprocessΠ in O(n log4 n)

time into a4-dimensional range-searching data structure (see [2, 1]) so that for a query axis-parallel
box B ⊆ R

4, we can determine inO(log2 n) time whetherB ∩ Π 6= ∅. If so, then we can also
return a point ofB ∩ Π.

A point p = (a, b) ∈ R
2 lies in a rectangleRi ∈ R if α−

i ≤ a ≤ α+
i andβ−

i ≤ b ≤ β+
i ,

i.e., the pointπi lies in the orthantOp = [−∞, a] × [a,∞] × [−∞, b] × [b,∞]; see Figure 2 for
a 1-dimensional illustration. LetKH = R

4 \
⋃

p∈H Op. H is a hitting set forR if and only if
Π ⊂

⋃

p∈H Op, i.e.,KH ∩ Π = ∅. Puth := |H|. Using a simple variant of the algorithm by Ka-

planet al.[30], we decomposeKH in timeO(h2 log2 h) into a familyB of O(h2) pairwise-disjoint
boxes. We query the range-searching data structure onΠ with each boxB ∈ B and determine, in
O(log2 n) time, whetherB ∩ Π = ∅. If the answer isYES for all boxes, we conclude thatH is a
hitting set forR. Otherwise, there is a boxB ∈ B for which the query procedure returns a point
πj ∈ B. We return the rectangleRj as the witness rectangle that is not hit byH. We have thus
shown:

Lemma 5.1. R can be preprocessed in timeO(n log4 n) into a data structure so that one can
determine inO(h2 log2 n) time whether a setH of h points is a hitting set of(X,R).

The ε-net generator. Let W be the set of “witness” rectangles maintained by the procedure, and
let s = |W|; recall thats = O(κ log (n/κ)). Let Γ be the set of4s lines that support the edges
of the rectangles inW. We maintain the arrangementA(Γ). For each cellτ ∈ A(Γ), which is a
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rectangle, letXτ = X ∩ τ , and letντ be the number of rectangles inW that containτ . The weight
ω(p) of each pointp ∈ Xτ is 2ντ . Setω(τ) = ω(Xτ ) = 2ντ |Xτ |, andΩ = ω(X) =

∑

τ ω(τ).
For each cellτ ∈ A(Γ), we storeντ andω(τ). We also maintain two sorted copies ofXτ : Lx(Xτ ),
where the points are sorted by theirx-coordinates; andLy(Xτ ), where the points are sorted by their
y-coordinates. For each point ofXτ , we store cross-pointers between its copies inLx(Xτ ) and
Ly(Xτ ), to facilitate the deletion of an item from both lists.

When a new rectangleR is inserted intoW, we add the setΓR of the four lines supporting
the edges ofR to Γ one by one, and split each of the cells ofA(Γ) that intersect a line ofΓR, to
obtainA(Γ ∪ ΓR). If a cell τ is split into two subcellsτ− andτ+, we first setντ− = ντ+ = ντ

andωτ− = ωτ+ = ωτ . Next, we splitXτ into the respective subsetsXτ− andXτ+ . This can be
accomplished inO(min{|Xτ− |, |Xτ+ |}) time, as follows: Supposeτ is split into τ− andτ+ by a
vertical linex = x0. We scan the listLx(Xτ ) from both ends in lock-step manner until we meet two
successive pointspi, pi+1 such thatx0 ∈ [x(pi), x(pi+1)]—we splitLx(Xτ ) at pi; the two sublists
areLx(Xτ−) andLx(Xτ+). We then constructLy(Xτ−) andLy(Xτ+) by deleting the elements of
Xτ− or Xτ+ , whichever is smaller, and inserting them into a new list. A cell may be split into more
than just two subcells, a situation which we handle in much the same way. Finally, we increment
the value ofντ for all those cells that lie insideR and update the values ofω(τ) for each cell.
See Figure 3. Updating the arrangement and the weights of allthe cells takesO(s2) time. Due to
our lock-step traversal, each element ofLx(Xτ ), Ly(Xτ ) is processed at mostO(log m) times, and
thus the total time spent in splitting the point sets over allinsertions isO(m log m), which we can
charge to preprocessing. Hence, the time spent in insertinga rectangleR is O(s2 + cR), wherecR

represents the amount of time required for splitting at the insertion ofR, and thus
∑

R cR over the
entire sequence of insertions isO(m log m).

R

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) A(Γ) and the setsXτ . (b) Insertion of the shaded rectangleR into W. The weight of each point insideR
(denoted as hollow circles) is doubled.

Given a parameterε, we construct anε-net for (X,R) by choosing a random subsetN ⊆ X
of sizeO((1/ε) log (1/ε)), where each point ofX is chosen with probability proportional to its
weight. By theε-net theorem [27], a random sample of this kind is anε-net with probability at
least1/2, and thus on average we need to pick at most two samples to guarantee this property. In
order to choose a point ofX at random, we first randomly choose a cellτ ∈ A(Γ) with probability
ω(τ)/Ω, and then choose a point ofXτ uniformly. Since a cell ofA(Γ) is chosen from a non-
uniform distribution, we store the cells ofA(Γ) at the leaves of a height-balanced tree, where the
probability weight of each leaf is the probability weight ofits corresponding cell, and the probability
weight of each internal node is the corresponding sum of these measures over its children. We then
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choose a random cell by traversing a path of this tree (whose nodes are chosen according to their
probability weights); see, e.g., [33]. After spendingO(s2) time in processingA(Γ), a random cell
of A(Γ) can be chosen inO(log s) time. Hence, we can computeN in randomized expected time
O(s2 + (1/ε) log (1/ε) log s). We have thus shown:

Lemma 5.2. W andX can be dynamically maintained in a data structure so that, after O(m log m)
preprocessing,

(i) a rectangleR can be inserted intoW in O(s2 + cR) time, where
∑

R cR = O(m log m), and

(ii) a subset ofX of sizeO((1/ε) log (1/ε)) can be constructed in randomized expected time
O(s2+(1/ε) log (1/ε) log s), which is guaranteed to be anε-net of(X,R, ω) with probability
at least1/2.

An improved ε-net generator in two dimensions. The recent construction by Aronovet al.[11]
can be adapted to construct anε-net of (X,R, ω) of sizeO((1/ε) log log (1/ε)) for d = 2. This
requires building a more sophisticated data structure onW andX. Specifically, we need a data
structure that supports the following four operations:

(i) I NSERT(R): Insert a new rectangleR into W.

(ii) W T(R): Returnω(R ∩ X).

(iii) R ANK (w): Therank of a pointp ∈ X is the sum of the weights of the points lying to the left
of p (that is, points with smallerx-coordinates). Return the leftmost point whose rank is at
leastw.

(iv) RANDOM(t, R): Returnt random points fromR∩X; each pointp is chosen with probability
ω(p)/ω(R ∩ X).

As we will show, this can be done so that INSERT(R) takesO∗(s2 + cR) time, where
∑

R cR =
O(m log m). WT and RANK take O∗(s) time, and RANDOM takesO∗(s + t) time. Before
describing the data structure and verifying these statements, we show how the construction of
Aronov et al. [11] can be implemented efficiently using this structure. Their construction follows
a two-level sampling scheme similar to the one described in Section 2 for computing a shallow
cutting. Setr := 2/ε, and r̃ := cr log log r, wherec ≥ 1 is a sufficiently large constant. The
construction then proceeds as follows.

I. Choose a random subsetS ⊆ X, where each pointp ∈ X is chosen with probability
min{r̃ω(p)/ω(X), 1}. The expected size ofS is at most̃r.

II. Partition the plane into a setΣ of r slabs by drawingr − 1 vertical lines so that the weight of
the points lying in (the interior of) each slab is at most⌈ω(X)/r⌉.

III. Build a binary treeT with r leaves. Each nodev ∈ T is associated with a slabσv. The
ith leftmost leaf ofT is associated with theith leftmost slab ofΣ. For an interior nodev
with children w and z, σv = σw ∪ σz. SetSv = S ∩ σv. For a non-root nodev ∈ T,
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σv σu

M2
M1

Figure 4. Two siblings nodesu andv; black circles are points inS, the first random sample;M1 (resp.M2) is a maximal
anchored empty rectangle atv (resp.u); double circles are random samples chosen at the second stage; hollow circles are
the remaining points inX.

we call a rectangleM anchoredat v if M ⊆ σv and one of its edges lies on the common
boundary lineσv ∩ σu, whereu is the sibling ofv (in this caseM should lie insideσv).
We construct the setMv of maximal anchored rectangles that do not contain any pointof Sv

in their interior, i.e., an anchored rectangleM ∈ Mv if int (M) ∩ Sv = ∅ and there is no
anchored rectangleM ′ properly containingM such that int(M ′) ∩ Sv = ∅. See Figure 4 for
an illustration. Aronovet al. [11] show that|Mv| = O(|Sv|) and thatMv can be computed
in O(|Sv| log |Sv|) time. SetM =

⋃

v∈T
Mv; |M| = O(|S| log r). The expected size ofM is

O(r̃ log r).

IV. For eachM ∈ M, computeω(M ∩ X). Let tM be the integer satisfyingtM · n/r ≤ ω(M ∩
X) < (1+ tM ) ·n/r. If tM ≥ c log log(1/ε), then we choose a random subsetSM ⊆ X ∩M
of µM = O(tM log tM) points; each point is chosen with probability proportionalto its
weight. OtherwiseSM = ∅.

V. ReturnN = S ∪
(
⋃

M∈M
SM

)

.

Aronov et al. [11] prove thatN is anε-net of (X,R, ω) with probability at least1/2 and that
the expected size ofN is at most(A/ε) log log (1/ε) for an appropriate constantA > 0. If |N | >
(2A/ε) log log (1/ε), then we repeat Steps I–IV. So, upon termination of this process, the procedure
returns a setN of sizeO((1/ε) log log (1/ε)) that is guaranteed to be anε-net of (X,R, ω) with
probability at least1/2. As for the running time, recalling the notations = |W| = O(κ log(n/κ)),
Step I can be implemented inO∗(r̃+s) = O∗(κ+1/ε) time by calling RANDOM(r̃, R2). Step II can
be implemented inO∗(sr) = O∗(κ/ε) time by calling the procedure RANK r − 1 times, and Step
III takes O∗(r) = O∗(1/ε) time. Finally, for each rectangleM ∈ M, we spendO∗(s) = O∗(κ)
time to computeω(X ∩ M), using WT(M), and anotherO∗(s + |SM |) = O∗(κ + |SM |) time to
constructSM using RANDOM. Hence, step IV takes

O

(

∑

M∈M

(s + |SM |)

)

= O

(

s|M| +
∑

M∈M

|SM |

)

= O∗ (|N | + s · r) = O∗(κ/ε)

expected time. The total time spent in Steps I–IV is therefore O∗(κ/ε). Since the probability of
having to repeat these steps is at most1/2, the expected running time of the procedure isO∗(κ/ε).

We now describe the data structure for storingW andX, which supports efficient implementa-
tion of operations (i)–(iv). The structure is an extension of the one for the previousε-net generator,
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Figure 5. Computing WT(R). Hatched cells intersect∂R; ω(Xτ ∩ R) for such a cellτ is computed using the range tree
T(τ ). Darkly shaded cells lie insideR; the weightωb[aL + 1, aR − 1] for any “middle” columnb is computed usingCb.

and is implemented as follows. LetΓ be the set of the4s lines supporting the edges of the rectan-
gles inW. We maintainA(Γ), which is a(2s + 1) × (2s + 1) grid; refer once again to Figure 3.
When convenient, we will represent a cell ofA(Γ) asτi,j, for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 2s, wherei andj denote,
respectively, the row and column indices4 of the grid containingτi,j. For each cellτ ∈ A(Γ), let
Xτ , ντ , andω(τ) be as defined before. (When we use the notationτi,j to denote a cell, we will use
Xi,j to denoteXτi,j , with a slight abuse of notation.) In addition to maintaining these quantities, we
also preprocessXτ into a dynamic range-tree data structureT(τ) so thatω(Xτ ∩ R), for a query
rectangleR, can be computed inO(log2 m) time [19]. This data structure can also choose a random
point of Xτ ∩ R in O(log m) time. For each columnj of A(Γ), we maintain a height-balanced

binary treeCj so that, for an interval[a−, a+], ωj [a
− : a+] =

∑a+

i=a− ω(τi,j) can be computed in
O(log n) time. Cj is also used to choose a random cell amongτa−,j, . . . , τa+,j, where each cell is
chosen with probability proportional to its weight. With this data structure at our disposal, each of
the four desired operations can be performed as follows.

INSERT(R): We first updateA(Γ) as earlier. Suppose a cellτ of A(Γ) is split into two cells
τ− andτ+ so that, say,|Xτ− | ≤ |Xτ+ |. We obtainT(τ+) from T(τ) by deleting the points of
Xτ− from T(τ), and we constructT(τ−) by building afresh the dynamic range tree onXτ− . This
step takesO(|Xτ− | log2 |Xτ− |) time. Since|Xτ− | ≤ |Xτ+ |, each point actively participates in only
O(log m) updates, so the overall cost of these updates isO(m log3 m). Next, for each columnj of
the arrangement, we reconstruct the binary treeCj in O(s) time. A rectangleR thus can be inserted
in O∗(s2 +cR) time, wherecR is defined similarly as in the initial description of theε-net generator,
and

∑

R cR = O(m log m).

WT(R): Let τaL,bL
(resp.,τaR,bR

) be the cell ofA(Γ) containing the lower left (resp., upper
right) vertex ofR, i.e., τa,b ∩ R 6= ∅ for aL ≤ a ≤ aR andbL ≤ b ≤ bR. For simplicity, assume

4Because of the matrix notation, the row index, which represents they-order of the cells, precede the column index,
which represents theirx-order.
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that the edges ofR do not lie on the lines ofΓ. Then

WT(R) =
∑

τ :τ∩∂R6=∅

ω(Xτ ∩ R) +
∑

τ :τ⊆R

ω(Xτ ∩ R)

=
∑

τ :τ∩∂R6=∅

ω(Xτ ∩ R) +
∑

bL<b<bR

∑

aL<a<aR

ω(τa,b)

=
∑

τ :τ∩∂R6=∅

ω(Xτ ∩ R) +
∑

bL<b<bR

ωb[aL + 1 : aR − 1].

The weightω(Xτ ∩ R) for eachτ in the first sum is computed usingT(τ). The second term is
nontrivial only if aR > aL +1 andbR > bL +1 (i.e., there exists a cellτ ∈ A(Γ) such thatτ ⊂ R).
For eachb, we computeωb[aL + 1 : aR − 1] usingCb. See Figure 5. The total time spent isO∗(s).

RANDOM(t,R): We choose a random point ofX ∩ R in three stages: first choose the columnj
from which the point is to be chosen, next choose the cellτ within columnj from which the point
is to be chosen, and finally choose a random point ofXτ ∩ R. After O∗(s) preprocessing, each
point can be chosen inO(log2 s) time. In more detail, letaL, bL, aR, andbR be the same as in the
description of WT(R). Let

W = {ω(Xτ ∩ R) | τ ∩ ∂R 6= ∅}
⋃

{wb = ωb[aL + 1 : aR − 1] | bL < b < bR}.

We storeW in a tree so that a random element ofW can be chosen inO(log s) time with probability
proportional to its value. Ifwb is chosen, then we choose a random cellτa,b, aL < a < aR, with
respective probabilityω(τa,b)/wb, usingCb. Finally, we choose a random point ofXτa,b

∩ R using
the range treeT(Xτa,b

). If an itemω(Xτ ∩ R) is chosen fromW, we choose a random point of
Xτ ∩ R usingT(Xτ ). By repeating this proceduret times, we chooset random points ofX ∩ R.
The total time spent isO∗(s + t).

RANK (w): Let p∗ ∈ X be the point of rankw. We find inO(s) time the columnj of A(Γ)
that containsp∗. Note thatT(τ) stores the points ofXτ sorted by theirx-coordinates. Let̄w be the
rank ofp∗ within columnj, i.e., w̄ = w −

∑

b<j w(τa,b). Using the monotone matrix searching
technique of Fredrickson and Johnson [25], we can choose, inO∗(s) time, a point of rankw̄ from
the set

⋃

i Xi,j. Hence, RANK (w) takesO∗(s) time.

Lemma 5.3. W and X can be dynamically maintained in a data structure so that, after O∗(m)
preprocessing,

(i) a rectangleR can be inserted intoW in O∗(s2 + cR) time, where
∑

R cR = O(m log3 m),
and

(ii) a subset ofX of sizeO((1/ε) log log (1/ε)) can be constructed in randomized expected time
O∗(s/ε), which is guaranteed to be anε-net of(X,R, ω) with probability at least1/2.

Putting the pieces together. Returning to the problem of computing a hitting set forR in our
setting, we plug the above procedures into the general machinery of [13, 15]. Observing that|H| =
O(κ log κ), |W| = O(κ log n), andε = 1/(2κ), we conclude that, afterO∗(m + n) preprocessing,
each phase of the algorithm can be implemented inO∗(κ2) time. Hence, the expected running time
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of the overall algorithm isO∗(m + n + κ3). The verifier can be extended to any higher dimension.
Theε-net construction by Aronovet al. [11] extends toR3, so Lemma 5.3 can also be extended to
R

3. Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 extend tod ≥ 4. The expected running time inRd is O∗(m + n + κd+1).
We thus conclude the following:

Theorem 5.4. Let X be a set ofm points inR
d, and letR be a set ofn d-boxes inR

d. A hitting
set for(X,R) of sizeO(κ log κ) can be computed in randomized expected timeO∗(m+n+κd+1),
whereκ = κ(X,R). For d = 2, 3, the size of the hitting set isO(κ log log κ).

Remark: We note that with some effort we can speed up the overall running time for theε-net
generator (for any dimensiond) to be nearlyO

(

n + κd
)

, over allk steps of the algorithm, however,
we are not aware of any technique that achieves a similarly improved time bound for the verifier.

6 Conclusions

We presented near-linear algorithms for computing hittingsets of small size, in both discrete and
continuous models, for geometric range spaces in which ranges were induced by rectangles or “well-
behaved” planar regions. We also described a faster implementation of the iterative weighted sam-
pling scheme by Brönnimann-Goodrich [13] for the discretecase whenR is a set of rectangles. We
conclude by mentioning two open problems:

• Is there a near-linear algorithm to compute a hitting set of aset of triangles inR2 whose size
is within a polylogarithmic factor of the optimal size?

• Is there an efficient dynamic data structure for maintaininga small-size hitting set under
insertions and deletions, even when ranges are induced by simple regions such as squares or
disks? Agarwalet al.[9] described such a data structure for the one-dimensionalcase.
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